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Abstract: Generating automatic visualization from natural language texts is an important task for
promoting language learning and literacy development for young children and language learners.
However, translating a text into a coherent visualization matching its relevant keywords is a chal-
lenging problem. To tackle this issue, we proposed a robust story visualization pipeline ranging from
NLP and relation extraction to image sequence generation and alignment. First, we applied a shallow
semantic representation of the text where we extracted concepts including relevant characters, scene
objects, and events in an appropriate format. We also distinguished between simple and complex
actions. This distinction helped to realize an optimal visualization of the scene objects and their
relationships according to the target audience. Second, we utilized an image generation framework
along with different versions to support the visualization task efficiently. Third, we used CLIP
similarity function as a semantic relevance metric to check local and global coherence to the whole
story. Finally, we validated the scene sequence to compose a final visualization using the different
versions for various target audiences. Our preliminary results showed considerable effectiveness in
adopting such a pipeline for a coarse visualization task that can subsequently be enhanced.

Keywords: scene generation; story visualization; GAN; story understanding; language learning

1. Introduction

During the period of the COVID-19 pandemic, teachers had a full-time schedule to
provide regular and online lessons to children, divided into several small groups. Both
teachers and students encountered changes in teaching and learning habits, respectively.
For instance, preparing a sequence of coherent images to visualize textual stories from an
Arabic natural language text is a very challenging problem [1]. On the other hand, using
only text-to-image retrieval methods is very inefficient for young children with special
educational needs and learning difficulties (Senld). For instance, using retrieved images
from diverse search engines to visualize non-common characters and actions from a story
often requires enormous manual effort, yet it is more difficult to adapt this to meet each
student’s effective learning needs. The same applies for aligning images within a story.
Sometimes, this task remains completely unresolved. We approached this unresolved issue
using a semi-automatic scene sequence task, i.e., a visual story task to facilitate the learning
process and inspire teachers, instructors, and students.

However, to create such story visualization efficiently, one needs to convert the story
constituents into a sequence of image frames in a proper and coherent way. A sequence of
images can illustrate the story events and characters that can contain multiple sentences.
The sequence of images is defined as a continuous stream of consistent images that are part
of the same story or event, as argued by the authors in [2]. Although visualized stories
are difficult to generate in a robust way, they are more comprehensible, memorable, and
attractive. Consequently, automatic story understanding and visualization has a broad
application prospect in storytelling, while also representing an important step in many
computer vision (CV) applications such as children learning natural language vocabularies.
Essentially, our goal was to create a sequence of images to visualize an Arabic story where
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the text was extended from sentence level to paragraph level for continuous visualization.
In prior studies on text-to-image generation [3–5], the same sentence may have a signifi-
cantly different generated image while depending largely on the contextual information;
therefore, it is also necessary to pass the essential contextual information from the story
text to the image generation framework. For instance, considering the sentences given
in Figure 1, Figure 1b will vary widely without the context of the story, i.e., without the
Figure 1a.
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Figure 1. Input sentences (translated from Arabic to English) and correspondingly generated single
images and an image sequence: (a) The elephants are standing in a grassy field; (b) There are sheep
around them; (c) The sheep approached the elephants.

To tackle the problem of objects and event extraction, we applied scene graphs [6]
to represent the detailed semantics of each sentence from the story text. A scene graph
(SG) is defined as a graph-based semantic representation having nodes and edges. The
nodes represent objects, and the edges represent relationships between them. For simplicity,
we rewrote each complex sentence in a simple form such as (object, attribute) or (object,
relationship, object) tuples. This step abstracted away most of the lexical and syntactic
challenges of natural language in the process.

To tackle the second challenge with image synthesis, we used an automatic image
generation framework to allow different versions, namely single images and a sequence of
images for common and non-common actions, respectively. However, the challenge here
was how to display the logic narrative flow of the sequence of images to visualize the story
characters and events in a coherent way. Specifically, the appearance of objects and the
layout in the background must evolve as per the story narrative flow. Our method can be
considered as a fast solution to visualize non-common characters and actions with multiple
images whenever needed.
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An emerging trend in CV combining deep learning models is regarded as a possible
solution for approaching our task. Among these models, generative models construct scenes
from sentences, either from short textual descriptions [5] or short dialog [7]. Additionally,
previous studies have assumed that a space that synthesizes both vision and language
modalities are indispensable to the performance of any text-to-image synthesis [5]. Notably,
recent studies using generative adversarial networks (GANs) have presented good results.
However, GAN cannot achieve expected results when the image to be generated contains
multiple objects. Indeed, such a requirement is more challenging when multiple objects
with complicated relationships and different locations are to be presented in the image [8].
Consequently, complex scene generation is still in the development stage and has not been
elaborated upon.

We extended our previous study [9], which attempted to generate sequences of images.
Despite producing visual sequences that capture the relevant content of the input text,
i.e., characters and events, our previous method was limited to the extracted entities and
relationships that exactly matched the model vocabulary, thereby ignoring other content
from the input text. To tackle this issue, in this extended study, we added a vocabulary
mapping module. Another limitation of our previous study was that the text–image
alignment method was made by consecutively aligning the images, which showed sharp
changes in visual content between the frames. In this study, we employed a multimodal
similarity function to dynamically align the images in a sequence based on their similarity
scores to the input text. Moreover, uncommon actions in the input text are hard to visualize
and are left behind due to many reasons such as their rarity in the dataset; thus, we
believed that a decomposition of such actions in a detailed image sequence could facilitate
the visualization of such actions. Furthermore, we compared our method with two state-of-
the-art models for generating images.

In this context, we proposed a framework based on a text-to-image approach and
CLIP to generate and return the best image in the sequence corresponding to the input
text. More specifically, the framework took the text as an input, generated a sequence of
images, and highlighted the images whose CLIP embedding was most similar to the input
text. Notably, we started with an NLP task, i.e., a story parsing task using handcrafted
syntactic rules, followed by entities and relation extraction, and vocabulary mapping. Then,
a semantic representation using SG was built upon all of the resulting triples denoted as
(object, relation, object). Afterward, an image sequence generator for generating images
from SG was applied. Subsequently, CLIP was used for image production and input text
embedding, followed by computing similarity scores. Further, we evaluated the produced
text–image alignments using different metrics.

In contrast to previous studies that have focused on single image generation, we
applied detailed image sequence generation for non-common actions using a pre-trained
model on a visual genome dataset [10] under the PyTorch framework [11]. Finally, we
applied the CLIP [12] similarity function as a metric to check the sentence-level coherence
to generated an image sequence, and it computed the cosine similarity between the feature
vectors of the story sentences and each of the images. A higher similarity meant a closer
match between the story sentence and the corresponding images. Based on these scores,
the images were reranked to form an image sequence.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the main approaches
to scene generation, Section 3 specifically presents our method, Section 4 discusses the
experimental setup, Section 5 shows our evaluation and obtained results, while Section 6
concludes the paper.

2. Related Studies

Early studies on text visualization and illustration [13–17] traditionally relied upon
manually annotated image repositories collected from search engines using image retrieval
techniques [18,19], and by using images produced by users [20]. Retrieval-based approaches
compare texts and images across modalities [21] using different techniques such a canonical
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correlation analysis [22]. Specifically, text-to-image systems use retrieval methods that
focus on the matching of text and images. In addition, these studies have relied on
massive amounts of labeled data, as stated by the authors in [23]. One of the early story
visualization attempts was the story-picturing system [13]. The system retrieved landscape
and art images from online repositories to illustrate ten short stories. It used keywords
from the stories and image descriptions to match the linking between the images using the
similarity function. A comparative study of early story illustrations, visualization systems,
and tools can be found in [24].

A method worth mentioning was proposed by Huang et al. [14], using VizStory, as a
visualization system of fairy tales, to transform the input texts to representative pictures.
The system selected keywords from segments in the stories, while relevant pictures were
searched for using online resources based on their tags. Finally, to represent the main ideas
of the original segments, the final pictures were composed. Afterward, the authors built
in a visual storytelling dataset (VIST) that was useful for image-in-sequence to story-in-
sequence generation [25], thereby initiating the visual storytelling task.

Alternatively, the studies of the authors in [2,26] attempted to visualize a story with
image sequences. The former proposed to enhance the single sentence representation
with a global coherence vector and apply global and region matching to retrieve an image
for each sentence. The latter proposed a framework with a story-to-image retriever. It
selected relevant and inspirative cinematic images and used a storyboard creator that
further refined and rendered the images to improve the relevancy and visual consistency.
Both authors worked on VIST datasets to evaluate their work. Despite the method given
by the authors in [26] scene images with a high resolution and multiple foreground objects
were generated; however, it only used cartoon characters where the structures and shapes
were poor, resulting in poor image quality.

Recently, Fang et al. [27] used the shooting time order and the storyline behind the
images to construct a narrative collage image. First, they considered a set of semantic salient
objects from each representative image for object extraction. Then, they used an image
canvas according to layer graphs and scene graphs to visualize the extracted objects. Finally,
they synthesized a new narrative collage image. More recently, Fang et al. [28] proposed
a comprehensive text-to-image synthesis pipeline. They used segmented background
scene image and foreground objects from the COCO dataset to generate complex and
high-resolution scene images. Finally, they applied the constrained Markov chain Monte
Carlo method to generate the optimal positions and scales for all foreground objects to look
more realistic. However, these methods rely heavily on image retrieval and fail to generate
images with a realistic look, since they just focus on text understanding, object selection,
and text–object matching.

With the advances in CV using GANs [29], which are a more powerful class of implicit
generative models, they have been successfully applied to various image synthesis methods
such as text-to-image synthesis from short textual descriptions [3–5,30–32]. A key task
in text-to-image generation is understanding longer and more complex input text, as in
our case. Story visualization, however, is different from short textual descriptions, which
places more emphasis on semantic coherency rather than simple descriptive text. A story
text can contain different scene changes, many objects, different backgrounds, etc. An
interesting study [33] has demonstrated dialogue-to-image generation, where the input
was a complete dialogue session rather than a single sentence. However, this method was
simply a text–image concatenation task and used a coarse sentence condition that, as a
consequence, limited its overall performance.

Lee et al. [23] proposed the StoryGAN model to tackle the above the story visualization
challenge. Their model employed a context encoder to track the story narrative flow. It used
two discriminators; one at the story level and the other at image level to enhance image
quality and the consistency of the generated images. However, well-known difficulties in
training generative models such as instabilities in the training procedure [34] has limited
these studies of specific domains, such as cartoon characters [23]. The study of Zeng
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et al. [35] enhanced the latter study in several and significant ways, particularly in relation
to image quality and consistency. First, they integrated a universal sentence encoder to
incentive compliance of the generated images with textual descriptions. Second, they
incorporated an attention-driven word feature into their model, making it more realistic
in terms of image details. Finally, they introduced an image patches discriminator to
determine whether parts of the image were real. However, this work was limited in its
scope since only cartoons could be considered and the quality of the generated images
needed further improvement.

More recently, Song et al. [36], Li et al. [37], and the authors in [38] improved upon
StoryGAN [23] to emphasize the continuity between consecutive frames in generated video
as well as to enhance the quality and relevance of the generated images. More recently, the
authors proposed an approach [39] that decomposed the task of story visualization into
three phases, namely semantic text understanding, object layout prediction, and image
generation and refinement. In contrast to our study, only captions were considered, and
only a single image was generated at each step. In addition, their model used two-stage
image generation, aka StackGAN. A different model called Text2Scene has been proposed
by Tan et al. [40]. It is a sequential framework [41] where, at every time point, it learns
to generate objects and their associated attributes by attending to the words in the input
text and the status of the current generated scene. This approach, however, is restricted
to the composition of tasks of abstract scenes and object layouts. On the other hand, the
quality of the generated image is usually not stable in most cases. Subsequently, it is
difficult to directly apply generative models in complex and real-life scenarios such as
scene generation for stories in the wild [42].

3. The Proposed Pipeline Framework

Image generation for the task of story visualization aims to generate representative
and coherent images to convey the semantic in a given story text. This is a challenging
task since it requires a deep understanding of the objects involved in the story as well as
their mutual interactions, and semantical connections and co-relations. In this context, we
proposed a framework consisting of (i) an NLP task followed by (ii) a semantic representa-
tion using SG, (iii) an image sequence generator for generating images from SG, and (iv)
CLIP for producing images and input text embeddings followed by computing similarity
scores. Further, we evaluated the produced text–image alignments using different metrics.
Moreover, we compared our approach based on scoring images according to their semantic
relevance to the input text. In the following section, we have presented the main compo-
nents of the proposed story visualization pipeline, as depicted in Figure 2. The architecture
consists of four consecutive parts as shown below:

1. Natural language processing: The first step was the language model where we ap-
plied a preprocessing pipeline, machine translation, tokenization, stop-word removal,
co-reference resolution, and semantic parsing, i.e., the task of mapping natural lan-
guage text into its semantic representation using a scene graph parser.

2. Relation extraction and vocabulary mapping: The second step involved constructing
scene graphs of extracted triples so that the text was transformed into a directed graph
G = (O; R) of objects O (nodes) and their relations R (edges).

3. Image sequence generation: The third task was image sequence generation where
we generated images from scene graphs for all mapped triplets using two different
modes.

4. Text–image alignment: Finally, we applied CLIP similarity function to produce pre-
visualizations with different sequences. The instructor could examine each image
sequence and choose whether to use the single image version or the detailed image
sequence.
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CLIP model, the instructor is able to adjust the synthesized image sequences by choosing whether to
use the single image version or the detailed image sequence.

3.1. Natural Language Processing (NLP)

We considered mainly children’s stories featuring animals. After translating the stories
from Arabic to English, we extracted the characters and scene objects that were necessary
for visualization, including the relationships between them. Then, we proceeded with a
neural coreference resolution of the pronouns to prepare the text as simply as possible
for the next step. A pre-trained neural model NeuralCoref [43] was used to replace the
ambiguous mention of pronouns with its corresponding nominal pronoun.

We obtained a set of relationships based on form (subject; relation; object) by using a
scene graph parser. In many cases, the obtained list of relationships was noisy, for instance,
objects may have multiple relationships, a passive form, a plural form, etc. To prepare the
list for further processing, we pre-processed the list using different rules.

We defined a list of entities to record characters and scene objects that appeared in
the text. We traversed every relationship and confirmed whether the involved relation
and the entities existed in the vocabulary list. If they existed, they were appended in
the relationships and entities list, respectively. Otherwise, we use word2vec-based (https:
//code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/ (accessed on 10 February 2023)) similarity
function to find the nearest token in the model vocabulary list. Finally, a dictionary output
was created that included two lists, entities = [oi, oj, . . . ] and relationships = [[xi, r, xj], . . . ],
where xi is the index of oi, xj is the index of oj in from the entities’ list, and r ∈ R is the set
of model relationship categories. The described process is shown in Algorithm 1.

https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
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Algorithm 1: ParseStory parses input text and extracts triples as characters, entities, and relations

Input = AS: Arabic Story, args []: list of access parameters, vocabulary []
Output = DrawTriples {}, SceneGraphTriples {}, entities [], relationships []
Begin

1. rawtext = translateQCRI (AS, args)
2. rawtext = coreference_resolution (rawtext)
3. docx = nlp (rawtext)
4. SceneGraphTriples = sng_parser (docx)
5. for relation in SceneGraphTriples [‘relations’]
6. if (relation in vocabulary) then
7. xi, xj = relation [‘subject’], relation [‘object]//indices for both involved entities
8. oi, oj = SceneGraphTriples [‘entities’].value (xi, xj)//get both involved entities
9. if (oi, oj in vocabulary)
10. entities.append (oi, oj)
11. relationships.append ([xi, relation, xj ])
12. end
13. else
14. oi, relation, oj = get_mapping (oi, relation, oj)//vocabulary mapping
15. entities.append (oi, oj)
16. relationships.append ([xi, relation, xj ])
17. end
18. end
19. DrawTriples [‘entities] = entities
20. DrawTriples [‘relationships’] = relationships
21. return DrawTriples

end

3.2. Relation Extraction and Vocabulary Mapping

We considered phrases that described the main animal characters’ behavior. We also
focused on some of their common and uncommon basic behaviors. Table 1 shows some
common sample phrases used in this work as well as their related actions. It is worth noting
that animal behavior that is not listed is considered to be non-common animal behavior.
From the resultant phrases of the previous step, we obtained all of the triples in the form
<object, relationship, object> using a scene graph parser. Due to practical reasons, it was
not possible to create images for all of the extracted triples from the story text. Due to
this restriction, as in the case of the visual genome dataset [10], the vocabulary mapping
used a semantic similarity based on word2vec to find the nearest tokens from the model
vocabulary, as shown in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: Get_mapping extended extracted entities and relations with model vocabulary

Input = vocabulary [], triples []
Output = similar_triples []
Begin

1. model = gensim.models.Word2Vec (vocabulary, size = 100, min_count = 1, sg = 1)//initialize
from Gensim library (https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/word2vec.html
(accessed on 12 February 2023))

2. for entity in triples:
3. top_similar = model.wv.most_similar (positive = entity, topn = 1)//get most similar token to

entity
4. . . . similar_triples.append (top_similar)
5. end
6. return similar_triples

end

https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/word2vec.html
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Table 1. An excerpt from stories’ details related to the above sentences.

Sentences Noun-Phrases Dependency Parsing Scene Graph Triples

The elephants are standing in a grassy field
The elephants nsubj

<elephants, in, field>
A grassy field pobj

The sheep are running behind the elephants
The sheep nsubj

<sheep, behind, elephants>
The elephants pobj

The sheep approached the elephants
The sheep nsubj

<sheep, approached, elephants>
The elephants dobj

Thus, the mapping also helped us to map non-common actions such as “approach”
to the similar common action in the list such as “stand” and “walk”. If we failed to find a
match, we checked for a mapping while including the verb’s preposition such as “close to”,
“next to”, etc. For instance, for the tokens of the sentences mentioned earlier in Figure 1, we
computed their similarities with the terms in the vocabularies and took the maximum value
among them all. As an example, the token “elephants” was mapped to the term “elephant”
with a similarity value of 1.0; however, the token approached was mapped to the term “stand”
with a similarity value of 0.1, using the word2vec similarity function.

3.3. Image Generation

We split the image generation step into two main tasks. One task tackled the generation
of a single image to visualize sentences in isolation. The second task was directed towards
the detailed generation of image sequences, i.e., multiple images that were highly coherent
with the whole story. After, obtaining the objects and relationships that composed the scene
graph, we used a graph convolution network [11] composed of several graph convolution
layers to process the scene graph.

Single image generation. We generated images from scene graph triples of actions
and characters using a pre-trained model for PyTorch [11]. Basically, the architecture con-
sisted of three main modules: a graph convolution network (GCN), a layout prediction
network (LN) and a cascade refinement network (CRN). First, the GCN took a scene graph
as an input and produced an embedding label vector output for each object. Then, these
object embedding vectors were used by LN to compute a scene layout by predicting a
segmentation mask and bounding box for each object. Given a scene layout, the CRN was
then responsible for generating an image that respected the object relations in the scene lay-
out. Finally, discriminators were used to generate realistic output images by adversarially
training the image generation network against a pair of image discriminator networks and
an object discriminator network. The generated realistic output images were adversarially
trained by the image generation network against a pair of discriminator networks Dimage
and Dobject to minimize the weighted sum of six losses [11]. The discriminator Dimage
attempted to classify its input x as real or fake by maximizing the following objective:

LGAN = Ex∼preal log D(x) +Ex∼p f ake log(1− D(x)) (1)

where x ∼ preal is the ground truth image and x ∼ p f ake is the fake image that is generated
using the generator network. The discriminator Dobject guarantees that the generated
objects are identifiable by predicting the object’s category. Both Dobject and the generator
network attempt to maximize the probability that Dobject correctly classifies objects [11].

Image sequence generation. Non-common actions are typically hard to illustrate. To
enable a fair visual understanding of such actions, it was necessary to decompose these
actions into simple ones. This process enabled us to employ more detailed images rather
than only one image. However, the decomposition for actions has only been explored for
humans [44,45], even though representative actions with structured representations could
lead to improved action recognition in general. Therefore, we applied an image generation
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mode [11] to generate sequences of images rather than single isolated images. This is
because the image sequence can give more details to support the visual understanding of
complex actions. For instance, in Figure 1, it is hard to visualize the action “approaching”
using a single image only; therefore, it is necessary to generate a sequence of images that
decompose the flow of this action into several frames, similar to the way that humans
actively perceive ongoing actions, i.e., a phenomenon referred to as event segmentation
theory [46].

Specifically, for this category of actions, we generated sequences of images shot by shot
using progressive additions of objects and relations. Where the input text described only
one object, it was rendered in almost the middle of the scene. On the other hand, complex
images were rendered by starting with simple characters and progressively adding others
to build up to more complex images.

3.4. Text–Image Alignment

Once we generated all of the images, we subsequently computed the cosine similarity
using CLIP feature vectors between the story text and each of the generated images. In
CLIP, a visual encoder and a text encoder encode an input image and text independently,
and the dot-product between the two encoder’s output was used as the “alignment score”
between the input image and text based on following Formula (2):

logits = Ximage XT
text × eτ (2)

where Ximage image and XT
text are normalized encoders outputs for the image and the

text, respectively, and τ is a learned temperature parameter [12]. The CLIP model, which
was already trained over an extremely large number of images, was capable of generating
semantic encodings for arbitrary images without additional supervision.

Finally, an automatic alignment image sequence was suggested based on the CLIP
scores. The instructor could choose whether to use the single image version or the detailed
image sequence. He/she could then refine the image sequence by reordering and skipping
frames, etc.

4. Experimental Setup

At this stage, we began by preprocessing the input stories as the input data set. We
considered 80 short and simple phrases from Arabic stories in the animal domain [9]. We
translated them from Arabic to English, and the selected 20 stories had 80 key phrases. The
distribution of objects was consistent in number, where each object possessed five different
actions. We selected phrases with a simple narrative structure to introduce concepts using
animal characters and their common behaviors such as running, eating, jumping, etc., as
well as non-common behavior such as approaching, covering, looking at, etc. The characters,
objects, location, and background were explicitly mentioned in the text and were realistic.
In the experimental set up, we further applied the following steps:

Story parsing was applied; it included coreference resolution, part-of-speech tagging,
dependency parsing, relation extraction using linguistic patterns, and scene graph parser
(https://github.com/vacancy/SceneGraphParser (accessed on 17 March 2023)). For ex-
ample, we considered the sentences “The elephants are standing in a grassy field. The sheep
are running behind them. The sheep approached the elephants”. After applying the coreference
resolution using NeuralCoref (https://github.com/huggingface/neuralcoref (accessed on
25 February 2023)) and manual adjustment, we obtained the following final representation
for the sentences “The elephants are standing in a grassy field. The sheep are running behind the
elephants. The sheep approached the elephants”. Table 1 shows the story parsing outputs. Of
note, nsubj, pobj, dobj, and iobj denoted the nominal subject, object of a preposition, direct
object, and indirect object, respectively.

1. To handle out-of-vocabulary words besides those in the training data set, we applied
simple vocabulary mapping using word2vec, a pre-trained word embedding model,

https://github.com/vacancy/SceneGraphParser
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to find the nearest vocabulary of the extracted triples in the trained model vocabulary.
For example, the token approached was mapped to the terms stand and beside, with
similarity values of 0.1 and 0.2, respectively.

2. We used all extracted relation triples and their mapped tokens to generate 128 × 128
images using the same configuration as in the sg2im model [11]. The sg2im model is
pretrained on the visual genome dataset [10], a dataset with 108,077 128 × 128 images
annotated with scene graphs. Each image has an average of 21 objects, 18 attributes,
and 18 pairwise relationships between objects where animal categories are included,
in addition to their visual relationships. All experiments were executed with Pytorch
0.4, CUDA v10, Cudnn v7, and Python 3. We generated single images and sequences
of images for common and non-common actions, respectively depending on the
type of actions. Table 2 provides excerpts of such phrases and the correspondingly
generated images.

3. We applied object detection using the PixelLib (https://pixellib.readthedocs.io/en/
latest/ (accessed on 2 March 2023)) model for all generated images. The detected
object indicated whether the character mentioned in the story line also appeared in
the image frame. We exploited the output of the model to estimate, to some extent,
the coherence of the image sequence with the whole story text. We scored each correct
image frame and summed the final score for each sequence.

4. Finally, we arrange the generated images for each story sequentially, as produced
by the CLIP score, using two different versions: the single image version and image
sequences, as can be seen in Table 3 below.

Table 2. An excerpt of phrase (containing non-common actions) and corresponding generated single
images versus image sequences.

Id Non-Common Phrases Generated Single
Image Generated Image Sequence

1 Elephants approaching
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Table 3. Single images, image sequences, and corresponding object detection details.
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5. Evaluation and Results

The evaluation of story visualization is complex due to the generative nature of the
method. We conducted both quantitative and qualitative assessments as follows. First,
we compared our method with BigGAN + CLIP [12] and Dall-E [47], two state-of-the-art
models for generating images from user prompts. In these models, each image prediction
was actually the result of an optimization process where the latent space of the generator
directly maximized the CLIP score between the generated image and the description.

5.1. Quantitative Results

We demonstrated the image sequence quality of our method in a score-based manner
with regard to two aspects: character relevance and the semantic relevance of the generated
images. For our approach, we adopted a character relevance score and CLIP similarity
score between the story text and each of the images.

Character relevance: Inspired by the studies of [23,35], we selected five of the most
common characters and actions. Specifically, we selected the following animal characters,
elephant, sheep, cow, zebra, and giraffe, each with five actions representing their behavior and
relations. The results obtained from the experiment with each story character, e.g., elephants,
and sheep, is summarized in Table 3. The five continuous images form a visualization
version corresponding to a single story. For each image sequence version, we counted
each image frame as correct if the characters mentioned in the input sentence appeared in
the corresponding image frame, according to the object detection model. For instance, in
Figure 1, in the second image (from left to right) the elephant character was not present
in the image, so this image was counted as being incorrect. Since the ground truth of
the object segmentation was unavailable in the visual genome dataset, we exploited a
pre-trained salient object detection model to detect objects from all generated images. The
object detection task gave an indication if the character mentioned in the story line also
appeared in the image frame.

Semantic relevance: We measured the semantic relevance between the generated image
and the story text features for each generated image sequence using CLIP. The images with
the highest scores were marked with red borders and selected for final visualization, see
also Table 4. We computed the sentence similarity score as local consistency (Table 4) and
the story similarity score as global consistency (Table 5).
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Table 4. Comparison with state-of-the-art model for real-world image synthesis for a one-sentence
story sample: the images with the highest scores were marked with red borders and selected for final
visualization.

Method Generated Images CLIP Score

BigGAN + CLIP Radford, et al. (2021) [12]
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We evaluated the visual quality of image sequences, generated image sequences that
contained multiple scene objects, and visually inspected them. Table 6 shows a scenario
applied on the sentences from Figure 1. The results showed that image sequences that
were coherent and consistent were preferred over any image sequence, according to our
early evaluation. Consistent image sequence indicates visual similarity between images,
while coherent image sequences show common characters in the story in terms of overall
appearance.
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Table 6. A scenario showing the results after vocabulary mapping step.

Characters Actions and Relation Resulted Triples Generation
Mode Generated Images

Two Elephants Standing in <elephant, standing in, field> Single
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Our proposed story visualization pipeline saved us time and manual effort in de-
livering a robust visualization that is ready to use in schools under certain pandemic
conditions. We further demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed pipeline in more
complex scenarios such as inter-related sentences and non-common actions. On one hand,
using coreference resolution simplified such sentences so that relation extraction reflected
the whole sentence meaning, including the story context embedded in previous neighbor
sentences. In addition, identifying non-common actions supported the provision of detailed
images, while the decomposition of such actions into simple spatio-temporal actions was
helpful in explaining how objects and their relationships change as such action occurs.

Robustness: Since our testing set contained sentences of different types, it could exag-
gerate the contributions of the relation extraction task. Therefore, we resolved this issue
by splitting them into two groups. One group included the stories as they are, while the
other group included only sentences with co-referenced pronoun resolution. We report that
relation extraction performance significantly improved in the second group. This is due to
the simplification of inter-related and complicated sentence into multiple simpler sentences,
each having a single action along with its participant characters, making it straightforward
to extract necessary relations and actions.

Quality of different versions: Concerning the obtained results, we selected some examples
from our test set which are shown in Tables 2 and 6, together with the generated images.
In the single generated images, for actions such as standing on, attaching, etc., we can
clearly see that the single images visualized the characters and the actions in some cases.
However, they were misleading for other non-common actions such as covering, looking at,
etc., as they required more supporting detailed images. In contrast, for the sequence of
images, it was observed that non-common actions such as approaching were decomposed
by starting with simple graphs and progressively building up to more additional details.
The addition of objects caused the shift of related objects so that the relationships were
respected. However, many images capturing the same type of events can be vastly different
in their visual structures, such as those seen in row#2 and row#3 in Table 6. Adding more
images promoted the understanding of the input sentence; in contrast, using a single image
with cluttered objects resulted in a crowded image plane. Moreover, we observed that
using one version instead of the other version was correct based on challenge of using
characters only.

Semantic consistency: CLIP guaranteed that each selected image was locally consistent
since each selected image matched its corresponding sentence semantically by choosing
a higher CLIP score. Our method is of global and local relevance, achieving the highest
average rank in comprehensive relevance compared to two state-of-the-art image synthesis
methods used for real-world scenarios. Visual examples are shown in Tables 4 and 5, where
our method outperformed these two models in terms of global semantic consistency.
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Character relevance: The evaluation of the story character classification results indicated
that all characters mentioned in the story also appeared in any frame of the image, as was
observed from the calculated character relevance score. Thus, this result also proves the
effectiveness of our method in maintaining story character accuracy. Essentially, generating
image sequences with a higher story coherence score can better comply with the story text,
in addition to supporting visual learning

Image quality: Regarding the quality of the generated images, however, the promising
results were still limited to generating a few categories of objects. For general stories
where multiple objects co-exist with complex relationships, the realism and diversity of
the generated images are not satisfactory and remain to be improved in relation to many
aspects. Though experimentation with CLIP, the semantic relevance between the two
modalities was enhanced.

To reduce the difficulty of synthesizing complex scenes in any real-world setting, we
aimed to enrich our pipeline to cover a wide range of characters, objects, and diverse
actions. However, we still faced some limitations and technical problems with the image
generation task such as the low quality of the synthetized images. Likewise, the generated
images still contained many obvious visual artifacts; therefore, models trained for this task
are still far from being deployed in any real-world setting. Nevertheless, our work strongly
argues that text visualization through a single image only will not produce a meaningful
visualization to help with understanding stories. However, proposing a better solution that
combines automatic image sequence generation and semi-manual adjustment can ensure
flexibility and safety in the learning process.

6. Conclusions

We presented a pipeline overview to illustrate the use of Arabic story text with a
sequence of generated images as a fast solution to support distance learning in schools. In
summary, we applied an NLP module to process the story text and to obtain an appropriate
semantic representation of the main characters, common events, and actions in each sen-
tence. Extensive experimental results on an in-domain visual story test set demonstrated
the effectiveness of the proposed pipeline, while the image generation framework was ap-
plied to complete the final visualization. Despite the challenges associated with evaluating
such systems, our preliminary results showed considerable effectiveness in the adoption
of such a pipeline for a coarse visualization task that can be subsequently enhanced. In
addition, we expect our contributions to assist with the visualization of stories with a higher
image quality when considering more detailed information regarding characters, objects,
and relationships.

We are now positioned to conduct an Arabic story annotation effort, followed by
implementation of the story visualization, following the outlined task modules detailed
previously. Our pipeline and implementation details are algorithmically comprehensible.
We anticipate state-of-the-art computer vision and language generation methodologies will
provide a number of baselines for Arabic story visualization. For instance, to compare a
computer vision algorithm that may over-identify objects against one focused on a specific
story domain. Our pipeline allows us to easily prompt for different narrative versions
and audiences. In the future, it will be necessary to compare different narrative sequences
of images in terms of the cognitive and perception degree of students. Evaluation and
release of the final image sequence must take into consideration the narrative goal and
audience to ensure a flexible and safe learning environment. In addition, the evaluation
must balance the correctness of the action flow, as well as the coherency of the generated
story visualization. In particular, new quantitative and qualitative metrics for such tasks
must be developed.

In the future, we would like to process more complex and meaningful text with
multiple paragraphs. We would also extend the work to produce more professional and
intelligent components to support the whole proposed pipeline. Indeed, such as pipeline
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for a story visualization task can be extended to a video generation task, which is more
challenging in terms of the temporal spatial consistency of the video content.
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